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ANDREW .,r. sanz, or NEW ROCHELLE, NEW Yoan. 
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Application ined March as, isiafseriai N'o.. 686,881.` _Renewed november 12, 191s. serial no. . 

To all whom. 'zit may concern. : 
Be' it known that I, ANDREW SELZ, a 

citizen> of the United States, and a resident 
of New`Roch'elle, inthe county of West 
chester aiid- State of New York, have made 
and invented certain new and- useful Im 
provements in Paper Bottles, of which the 
following is a specification. _ y 

My invention relates to paper frecepta 
cles designed to contain a liquid, and par~ 
ticularly to paper receptacles designed to 
be used as milk bottles whichwill be strong 
and durable in construction, cheap to manu 
facture, sanitary, and of such form that 
they may be assembled to produce a coni` 
pact package for shipment; a further object 
thereof is to provide a milk bottle made 
from a blank ofî'paper, or similar material, 
first cut in prope??-fqrin-,gqpd then folded 
and otherwise manipulate as hereinafter 
more fully explained to form a complete 
bottle. 
My invention includes both the blank 

from which the bottle may be formed, and 
the bottle itself produced from the blank, 
and includes also a particular form of neck 
formed' separate from the bottle and secured 
thereto, and in which neck provision is made 
for closing the bottle with either of several 
types of closing means. 
More specifically stated, my invention 

coniprehends a bottle made from paper, the 
walls of which are made up of two or nere 
layers or thicknesses of material, whereby 
a much stronger bottle results than has.. 
heretofore been the case with bottles formed 
from a paper blank. 
My invention includes in addition, cer 

tain features of construction whereb the 
upper end of the bottle is reduced 'in size so 
as to facilitate the attachment thereto> of 
the separable neck; and also includes the 
particular form of blank from which the 
latter is produced; all as hereinafter de-` 
scribed and claimed, and shown inthe ac 
companying drawing,_wherein the prefe 
form of my invention is illustrated.;v s 
In the drawingdaccompanying and forni 

ing a part of this application, Figure 1 is a 
view showing theblank from which ̀ the bot-` 
tle is made; Fig. 2 is a> view showing >in per~ 
spective the blank, folded and the »bottle in 
partially >formed condition; Fig. .8 is a view 
illustrating p in'- pei‘spective the unfinished 
bottle after, further steps have been-'per-> 
formed;.lFig. 4 vis a view showing the neck 

taken _upon a vertical central 

rred i 

ofthe bottle in perspective ;.Fig. 5 is a view 
showing a section of the complete bottle 
. ‘ plane ;, Fig. 6 
is >a view showing a section of the bottle 
taken upon a transverse plane indicated by 
the lineA 6_-6, Fig. 5; Fig. 7 is a view show~ 
ing, a section taken upon a transverse plane 
indicated by the line 7_7 Fig. 5; Fig. 8 is 
a_v1ew showing a blan from which a 
slightly 'modified form of bottle may be 
made; Fig. 9 is a view showing in perspec~ 
tive the blank illustrated in Fig. 8 folded, 
and the. bottle in a partially formed condi 
tion; Fig. 10 is a view showing the lower 
end of this second form of my improved bot 
tle in section, the View being taken upon a, 
plane indicated by the line 10-~10, Fig. 11; 
Fig. 11 is a similar view showing a section 
upon a plane indicated by the line 11-11, 
Fig. 10; Fig. 12 is a view showing a section 
upon a central vertical plane of the upper 
end of my bottle equipped with a second 
form neck; Fig. 13 is a view showing the 
neck as seen from a position beneath it; and 
Fig. 14 is a view showing this second form 
of neck in perspective. 
Referring first to Fig. 1 wherein the 

blank, from which my improved bottle is 
formed, is shown, the length thereof is two 
or more times the distance around the bot~ 
tle, so that when the blank is wound upon 
a suitable~ mandrel two or more layers of 
material will be secured and the wall of the 
bottle made up of a plurality of layers su 
perposed upon one another, as will be un 
derstood from Figs. 5 and 6. One end of 
the blank is provided with a series of trian 
gular recesses 8, the length of the part of 
the blank in which the recesses are formed 
being suñicient » 'to extend` at least oncer 
around the bottle, so that the inner portionv 
ofthe layers, which constitute the wall of 
the bottle, will have a number-of internal 
recesses disposed about the upper end of the 
partially formed bottle, which recesses are;` 
designated by the reference character. 9 in 
Fig.- 2.` The recesses 8 extend downward 
into the body of theblank lfrom the upper 
edge‘thereofï as shown in Fig.` 1, theremain 
ing> portion of the blank, thatvis, the por# 
tion- not .provided with recesses, being also 
of` suñicient length to extend lat least once4 
aroundrthe finished» bottle, whereby it will s 
be understood, referring again to Fig. 2, 
thatf after the blank has been wound upon> 
a mandrel,A or otherwise folded to yproduce 
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the unfinished bottle shown in said ligure, I 
portions of the outerllayers- indicated by 
the reference character 10 will overlie the 
recesses 9 upon the inner surface of the un 
finished bottle. . 

.I have shown the blank as of suiñcient 
length to extend twice around the finished 
article so as to produce a bottle having walls 
made up of two thicknesses of material, and, 
after said blank has been folded or wound 
upon a mandrel to produce the unfinished 
bottle shown in Fig. 2, it being understood 
that the two layers will be secured together 
by a suitable adhesive, the overlying por 
tions 10 of the outer layer are folded so as 
to bring adjacent edges 11 of the several 
recesses 9 adjacent one another. The fold 
thus formed in the outer layer is carried 
through the recesses 9 and secured, in the 
embodiment of my invention illustrated, to 
the inner surface of the bottle, this opera 
tion servin to reduce the size of the-upper 
end thereo , as will be understood. In Fig. 
3, two of these folds as yet unsecured to the 
surface of the bottle are shown at 12; and 
Fig.v 7 shows the folds as turned down u on 
and secured as by means of a suitable ad e 
sive, to the inner surface of the upper or re» 
duced portion of the bottle. 
The blank shown in Fig. 1 may, particu 

larly if the bottle is to be formed from 
heavy material or is to be folded by hand, 
be scored alon the lines 13, so that it may 
be more readily folded; it may also be 
scored along the inclined lines 14 in order 
to facilitate the operation of folding in the 
overlying parts 10, Fig. 2. These scores 
will, however, be unnecessary in forming 
bottles of comparatively small size from 
such material~ as ,is ordinarily used in their 
manufacture, as the blank is ordinarily suf 
íiciently pliable to be properly wound upon 
the mandrel commonl used in forming the 
bottle. The blank w1ll ordinarily be pro 
vided with a series of slits 15 at its lower 
end so that the lower portions 16`of the un» 
finished bottle shown in Fig. 2, may be 
turned inward to produce a bottom for the 
bottle, which bottom may be made u ' of a 
plurality of thicknesses as shown in ig. 5, 
and reinforced by a plate 17 located within 
the bottle and secured to the inturned por 
tion 16, it being understood that the parts 
v16 and 17 will be secured together by a 
suitable adhesive material, The slits 15 
may, however, be omitted 1n the blank, in 
which case the corners of .the Partially 
formed bottle shown in Fig. 2 will be slitted 
to provide the flaps 16 which are turned 
inward to form the bottom of the bottle. 
From the above it will be appreciated 

V that one essential feature of my invention is 
a blank> made up of two parts, one having a 
series of triangular j recesses extendlng 
downward from its upper ledge, and the 
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other being without recesses, each of said 
parts being of> a length sufficient to extend 
about the bottle; although it will be under 
stood that either of the parts of the blank 
referred to may extend more than once 
around the bottle, in which case the body 
thereof would be made up of more than two 
layers of material. In either case the re 
cessed portion of the blank provides re 
cesses in the inner surface of the unñnished 
bottle after the blank has been folded or 
wound upon a mandrel, through which re 
cesses the overlying layer or layers are car 
ried after having been properly folded 
which operation brings adjacent edges of 
the internal recesses together and contracts 
the upper end of the bottle. It will also be 
obvious that while I have illustrated the 
bottle as having four sides, the number of 
sides is in fact immaterial, and that the 
essential principle of my invention may be 
embodied in abottle having more or lessv 
than four sides, the length of the blank in 
all cases being a lurality of times the sum 
of the widths ofp the several sides of the 
bottle. 

I provide the unfinished bottle shown in 
Fig. 3 with a neck 18 formed separate from 
the body and which neck has a groove in its 
lower end into which the upper end of the 
reduced portion of the bottle enters, after 
having been properly shaped. This neck 
may appropriately be made from wood or 
pulp, and will be secured to the body of the 
bottle by means of a suitable cementlng ma 
terial. The neck is provided with an in 
wardly extending ledge 19 adjacent its u  
per end so that the bottle ma be closed y 
means of a paper or other isk, and also 
with an outwardly projecting fiange 20 so 
that a metal cap may be placed over the 
upper end of the neck and the lower edges 
thereof crimped beneath the Hange to hold 
it' in place, the bottle thus being adapted 
to be closed by either a disk or a cap. 
In Fig. 8 I have shown a blank having a 

series of triangular recesses extending 
throughout a part of the length of the blank, 
the _total length of the same being suñicient 
to extend a plurality of times around the 
finished bottle so as to provide a wall made 
up of a plurality of thicknesses'of material, 
the same as hereinbefore described. The 
blank is folded and the outer layer or layers 
folded to form a bottle the upper end of 
which is reduced in size as hereinbefore ex 
plained, so that detailed explanation as to 
these features is not here re eated. 
The ortions 21 of the b ank from which 

the botgom of the bottle is formed are, how 
ever, lengthened to such an extent that each 
extends entirely across the lower end of 
the bottle as shown in Figs. 10 and 11, 
so that when the lower ends 22 of the 
partially formed bottle shown in Fig. 9 are 
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folded . inward and secured together ~by 
means of a suitable adhesive, a bottom have 
ing eight thicknesses of material is pro 
cured, thus rendering the auxiliary or rein 
forcin plate 17 unnecessary, each layer of 
material of the sides bein continued across 
the entire bottom thereo . The lower end 
of the blank may be divided by slits to form 
separate panels as shown in Fig. 8, or an un 
slitted blank may be ~first wound upon a 
mandrel to form an unfinished bottle and the 
corners thereof then slitted to provide sepa 
rate bottom flaps, as hereinbefore explained. 
The separate neck 23 shown in Figs. 12 

to 14 is provided with an inwardly extend 
ing ledge and with an outwardl projecting 
flange, so that the bottle may e closed by 
either a disk or cap as hereinbefore ex 
lained. The lower end of the neck where 

1t joins with the body of the bottle is, how 
ever, made square and is provided with a 
similarly shaped groove 24, so that the re 
duced upper end of the body does not have 
to be shaped into circular form in order to 
secure the neck to the bottle. 
after havin been completed will preferably 
be coated t roughout its exterior and in 
terior surfaces with a suitable water- roof 
material, such, for example, as para , to 
thereby produce a bottle impervious to mois- ' 
ture. . 

From the above it will be appreciated that 
my im roved bottlel will be exceedingly 
strong ecause of the fact that the walls 
comprise a pluralit of thicknesses of ma-y 
terial. It w1ll be a so seen that in the pre 
ferred form of my invention illustrated, the 
folds produced in reducing the size of the 
upper end of the bottle are located upon the 
inner surface thereof, so that projections 
upon the outer surface of the bottle are 
avoided, and that the bottle considered as a 
whole is simple in construction, and may be 
produced at a minimum cost. 
What I claim is : 
1. A blank the length of which is a lu 

rality of times the distance around the ot~ 
tle to be formed therefrom, the upper por 
tion of one end of said blank throughout a ' 
length suíiicient .to extend around-the fin 
lished bottle having a series .of triangular 
recesses, the part of said blank not pro~ 
vided with recesses being> also of a length 
sufficient to extend around the finished 
bottle. 

2. A blank adapted to be fol-dea to formv 

The bottle i 

a bottle havin a number of sides, andthe 
length of whic is a luralit of times the 
sum of the widths ofp the si es of the bot 
tle to be made therefrom, so that the blank 
may be folded to rovide a bottle the sides 
of which are `ma e up of a plurality of 
layers, the upper portion of one end of said 
blank throughout a length sufficient to ex 
tend around the finished bot-tle havin a se 
ries of triangular recesses correspon ing in 
number with the number of sides of the fin 
ished bottle, the part of said blank not pro 
vided with recesses being also of a length 
sufficient to extend around the finished 
bottle. . _ ' 

3. A bottle formed from a suitable blank 
and the wall of which is made up of a plu 
rality of layers, a art of said layers being 
cut away to provi e a series~ of triangular 
-recesses upon the inner surface of the unfin 
ished bottle and disposed about the upper 
end thereof, and the remaining layers being 
folded to bring adjacent edges of the re 
cesses together, the folds thus formed being 
secured in place upon the surface of the bot 
tle adjacent its upper end. 

4. A bottle formed from a suitable blank 
and the wall of which is made up of a plu 
rality of layers, a art of saidv layers being 
cut away to provi e a series of triangular 
recesses upon the inner surface of the un 
finished bottle and disposed about the upper 
end thereof, and the remaining layers belng 
folded to bring adjacent edges of the re 
cesses together, the folds thus formed be 
ing forced through the recesses 'aforesaid 
and secured in lace u on the inner surface 
of the bottle adjacent its upper end. 

5. A bottle formed from a suitable blank 
and havin a contracted up er end and the 
wall of wäich bottle is ma e up of a plu 
rality of layers; said bottle havm a series 
of folds formed in and adjacent t e u ' r 
edge of a part of said layers and which Follâs 
extend between adjacent edges of openin s 
formed in the remaining portion of said 
layers; said folds being secured to the wall 
of the bottle adjacentits upper end. 
Signed at New York, borou h of Manhat 

tan, 1n the county of New Yori and State of 
New York, this 27 ” day of March, A. D. 
1912. A ' 

ANDREW J. SELZ. 
‘Witnessem ` ‘ 

A. V. WALSH, 
H. M. WHITE. 
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